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Mother earth is also part of our life, we are oblique to do all necessary things. it is
important for us to have better life.
We know we can save our mother earth on easy way help, and also we can recycle our
garbage, we can use less electricity and also we need less chemical we need to do us the safe way
how to protect mother earth we need to protect our nature because it can help us to save our life
in a storm like typhoon, landslide, earthquake. We can also stop the all the bad person who wants
to destroy our earth and also we can use the safe things that help us to save the earth we can
recycle the plastic, iron, metal in proper way like that we can help us and mother earth if there
gone our mother earth we can’t live us and also those factories using chemical product we can
say to them to less used of chemical because all factory that have a bad pollution that gives air
pollution and also a dirty earth. We need to stop the person doing illegal logging and also we
need to protect our forest we are responsible to clean and also we can solve our problem in
proper way like throwing our garbage. Because garbage can destroy our earth in a way of
burning it. We have to separate first the biodegradable from non-biodegradable, instead of using
plastic in going to market, used a “ Bayong” that people likely use. we are needing it like the
fresh air, that we breath and a clean water that we drink and also an environment to live on. We
are all here in this mother earth to protect from. Population people on earth know how to care of
our mother earth and also now used things in proper way to protect our natures. Help the mother
earth and I want all people to love the mother earth, we have to be responsible to protect and to
take care of our mother earth.

